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The Poetics of Loss in Greek Epic
Abstract
Study of lament has begun to be a major part of the feminist reinterpretation of epic, including both textual
study and anthropological accounts of female lament in modern Greece. Sheila Murnaghan draws on this
scholarship to trace a continuum from male lament, which turns the speaker back toward an affirmation of
kleos and epic purposes, to female lament, which ignores the death-defying fame that epic provides as
compensation for heroic loss. Murnaghan's essay makes an important contribution to debates about just how
subversive lament can be in epic. In spite of the ways that female lament can seem to disrupt or challenge the
heroic code, Murnaghan argues that epic cannot do without lament, since lament not only begins the process
of generating praise from grief but also presents the body of the enslaved and mournful widow as inspiration
for the creation of the husband's unending fame. Murnaghan's interpretation leads us to form a more
polyvocal and performative-and less monumental-theory of epic than more traditional readings would, one in
which the poem's celebration of martial and heroic values coexists with the challenges to those values raised
by lament.
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The Poetics of Loss in Greek Epic 
Sheila Murnaghan 
Study of lament has begun to be a major part of the feminist reinterpretation 
of epic, including both textual study and anthropological accounts of female 
lament in modern Greece. Sheila Murnaghan draws on this scholarship to trace 
a continuum from male lament, which turns the speaker back toward an 
affirmation of kleos and epic purposes, to female lament, which ignores the 
death-defying fame that epic provides as compensation for heroic loss. Mur­
naghan's essay makes an important contribution to debates about just how sub­
versive lament can be in epic. In spite of the ways that female lament can seem 
to disrupt or challenge the heroic code, Murnaghan argues that epic cannot 
do without lament, since lament not only begins the process of generating 
praise from grief but also presents the body of the enslaved and mournful widow 
as inspiration for the creation of the husband's unending fame. Murnaghan 's 
interpretation leads us to form a more polyvocal and performative-and less 
monumental-theory of epic than more traditional readings would, one in 
which the poem's celebration of martial and heroic values coexists with the 
challenges to those values raised by lament. 
The classical epic exhibits a complicated, ambiguous, and sometimes trou­
bled relationship to the genre of lamentation. The lament is at once con­
stitutive of epic and antithetical to it, one of epic's probable sources and a 
subversive element within epic that can work against what epic is trying to 
achieve. Lamentation thus has an important role to play in current attempts 
to rethink the nature of epic, to challenge a vision of epic that can be summed 
up in the term "monumental." This vision, which is embodied both in crit­
ical accounts of the epic and in the claims various epics make for themselves 
(and which this brief summary inevitably caricatures), presents epic as a mas­
sive, univocal, and celebratory form of high art. 
A'i a genre of poetry performed on a particular social occasion and hav­
ing an important function within a major and pervasive social ritual, la­
ment helps us to find the connections between epic and more occasional, 
more popular poetic forms; it allows us to trace epic's dependence on the 
"speech genres" of ordinary communal life1 and to appreciate epic's more 
dialogic, polyvocal dimensions. For written products of oral traditions such 
as the Homeric epics, focusing on the poem's connections to lament helps 
us to recognize works like the Iliad and the Odyssey as originally themselves 
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